… makes for a different wash

AQUA Pe

Our other
PREMIUM – PRODUCTS are:
AQUA Foam [foam material]
This newly developed foam material removes dirt so gently
that every car is “tickled” and guarantees no scratches or
holograms are left on the vehicle’s paintwork.

AQUA Wool [synthetic lambskin]
AQUA Wool is a washing material available only from
AQUA BRUSH for top-notch car wash designs. This patented
multi-function system guarantees the gentlest and quietest
of washes.

AQUA Dry [synthetic drying material]

… makes for a different wash

Provider of washing brushes
for car washes

[monofilament polythene brushes]

For more than 20 years, AQUA BRUSH
has been one of the specialist manufacturers of washing brushes for tunnel car
washes, gantry car washes, commercial
vehicle washes and special machines.
As such, we work on refining the widest
range of washing and drying materials for
mechanical vehicle washing.

AQUA Dry is a drying material developed by AQUA BRUSH with
a special composition of materials which, in turn, ensures
efficient final drying and polishes paintwork to a mirror
finish.

AQUA Felt [washing felt]

Phone: +49 9973 804 528
Fax:		 +49 9973 804 529
Email: info@aqua-brush.de
www.aqua-brush.de

Detailed information on all
AQUA BRUSH PREMIUM products
can be found at www.aqua-brush.de/en

gantry car washes

Waschbürsten GmbH
Am Lagerplatz 2
D-93437 Furth im Wald

commercial vehicle washes

AQUA BRUSH

Tunnel car washes

AQUA Felt is a textile washing material providing high
cleaning performance and extreme durability.
AQUA Felt distinguishes itself from other washing materials
with its longevity and the low level of care needed.

… makes for a different wash

AQUA Pe

Easyclick fastening mat

Use of …

The Easyclick fastening mat especially developed by
AQUA BRUSH makes it possible to mount your washing
material without the use of any tools.

our AQUA Pe is still popular for the manufacture of
washing material for commercial vehicle washes and
wheel washing disks used for washing wheel rims.
The large number of AQUA Pe strands on a fastening
mat and the high rotary speeds of the brush tube
achieve very attractive cleaning performance. The delicacy of AQUA Pe makes it possible to get to even those
difficult-to-reach nooks and crannies on vehicles.

[monofilament polythene brushes]

The monofilament polyethylene brushes have largely
disappeared from use in car washes as, despite very
good washing results, they leave residue (holograms)
on the vehicle paint after washing. Monofilament polyethylene brushes are nevertheless still indispensable
for commercial vehicle washes and in the production
of wheel washing brushes.
AQUA Pe promises you:

How it works:
You lay the washing mat supplied by AQUA BRUSH
around the respective slotted tubes of your car
wash, snap the ends together and secure them with
the plug provided - done!
threaded and sealing plugs

• good cleaning performance
• hard-wearing
• medium service life
• easy to install
• different colours

Suitable for:
Tunnel car washes
gantry car washes

commercial vehicle washes

		
		

Product example

Available in various
colours (upon request)

More information can be found at

www.aqua-brush.de/en

More information on our
Easyclick fastening mat can be found at

www.aqua-brush.de/en

